
Article  Size  moq
PRKH70x120 70x120 cm 100 pcs

A beautiful design makes it a unique product that your 
customers will surely remember you by. A custom made 
towel with a hood in the middle, perfect for at home use or 
for a visit at the pool or the beach...

There is almost no limit in creating a design for the kids 
hooded towel made with velour material. Its smooth surface 
allows us to print even the smallest of details... That is why we 
can print any photo, illustration, complex graphics or simple 
logos on velour. You can choose any pantone color for your 
design, as many as you want. On the other hand, kids hooded 
towels made with terry material are best for simpler, not as 
complex designs.

Your chosen colors and design will be permanently applied 
with our reactive printing technology that creates a very 
sharp resolution - up to 720dpi. Feel free to create your best 
design and we will print it on your new promotional towels 
for kids.

All our towels are made with 100 % cotton. You can choose 
between our standard or superior material. Standard material 
is simpler & cheaper with a short cut velour - thinner, slightly 
harder material than superior.
Our superior material is a high quality velour with a long cut - 
very soft Italian fabric.

Each towel is folded inside a polybag and safely packed in 
a box, sized 40x60x50 cm. Weight of each box is 13 kg, and 
on top there will be a sticker with the name and size of your 
towel, along with the number of pieces inside the box. 

Delivery time:
standard material  3-4 weeks
superior material: 4-6 weeks

Available in the size of 70x120 cm, with a hood.

Minimum order quantity (MOQ) is 100 pieces. 

STANDARD MATERIAL
standard velour 350 gsm
standard velour 420 gsm

SUPERIOR MATERIAL
superior velour 360 gsm

COLORS AND DESIGN MATERIAL

SIZES & MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITIES

PACKAGING & DELIVERY TIME

Size  pcs/box
70x120 cm     30

Printed kids hooded towelsPrinted baby towels
CUSTOM-MADE, 100 % COTTON
100 % COTTON, REACTIVE PRINTING TECHNOLOGY  

100% COTTON

PHOTOGRAPHIES

LOGOS

ILLUSTRATIONS

PANTONES
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